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Featured Application: This innovative hybrid thermal management system is able to be widely
applied in electric vehicles with dual energy sources for the purpose of maintaining the optimal
temperatures and efficiencies.

Abstract: The performance and efficiency of green energy sources in electric vehicles (EVs) are
significantly affected by operation temperatures. To maintain the optimal temperatures of a hybrid
energy system (HES), an innovative hybrid thermal management system (IHTMS) was designed.
The IHTMS contains a coolant pump, a heat exchanger, a proportional valve for hybrid flow rates,
five coolant pipes, and three electromagnetic valves to form two mode-switch coolant loops. A
Matlab/Simulink-based simulator of the IHTMS was constructed by formulating a set of first-
ordered dynamics of temperatures of coolant pipes and energy bodies using the theories of Newton’s
law of cooling and the lumped-parameter technique. Parameters were majorly derived by measured
performance maps and data from the experimental platform of the IHTMS. To properly manage
the optimal temperatures, four control modes were designed for inner-loop form and outer-loop
form. For the experimental platform to verify the simulator, two power supplies generated the
waste heat of dual energy sources calculated by the driving cycle and vehicle dynamics. Simulation
results show that the temperatures were controlled at their optimal ranges by proper mode/loop
switch. With the inner-loop mechanism, the rise time of optimal temperature decreased 27.4%. The
average simulation-experiment temperature error of the battery was 0.898 ◦C; the average simulation-
experiment temperature error of the PEMFC was 4.839 ◦C. The IHTMS will be integrated to a real
HES in the future.

Keywords: fuel cell; battery; electric vehicle; thermal management system; control strategy

1. Introduction

To decrease the usage of fossil fuels so that the greenhouse effect can be eased up,
several green energy sources have been widely applied to transportation and power
stations. For instance, some study developed the mathematical model of gas-to-power,
power-to-gas, power-to-hydrogen (electrolysis), and hydrogen-to-gas (methanation) to
simulate the energy management and conversion. The measured data have been compared
to the simulation results and have shown the precision model conducted in this research [1].
For green vehicles, these zero-emission energy sources have been used for battery electric
vehicles (BEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and fuel cell hybrid vehicles (FCHVs)
for the reduction of air pollutants. However, the high C-rate charge/discharge, the low-
temperature operation and the low state-of-charge (SOC) of lithium batteries might cause
serious problems such as: thermal runaway, capacity fade (aging), high inner resistance
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and lithium dendrite formation [2]. Similarly, for the proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs), to protect the systems, several issues are required to be concerned: keeping
60–80 ◦C operation temperature, thickness of membrane, humidity of membrane and
reaction gas pressures [3]. From the above, the improvement of these concerns, especially
for the temperature control (thermal management), the cooling system will enhance the
charge/discharge efficiency, and extend the life cycle of the energy sources so that the
green vehicle performance will be raised.

Meanwhile, the concept of “hybridization”, which was proposed recently, has been
successfully employed to several vehicles such as EVs and HEVs. For example, a three-
power-source hybrid powertrain was developed, and a proposed optimal control of in-
tegrated energy management/mode switch timing led to significant energy and CO2
reduction [4]. For dual in-wheel motors (IWMs) designs for EVs, the global search method
(GSM) was used for optimal control strategies and motor sizing selection [5]. For the
comparison of control strategies of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, the equivalent consumption
minimization strategy (ECMS), peaking power source strategy and fuzzy logic control
strategy (FLCS) were used to compensate the inherent drawbacks of lower power density
and less power response of fuel cells [6]. It proved that the ECMS increased the operation
efficiency, reduces the cost and it decreased the fuel consumption. In this research, an
emulated fuel cell/battery hybrid power system was developed while the hybrid thermal
control technique was designed.

To efficiently analyze the thermal effect for green energy source prior to experiments,
system modeling and numerical simulation are necessary. To minimize aging by adopting
the optimal charging strategy, the battery model was built so that the operation conditions
(temperature, aging, state-of-charge) were input and the optimal fast charging was se-
lected [7]. A thermal model of full-size-scale cylindrical battery pack cooled by channeled
liquid flow was developed [8]. For another study, the charging and discharging C-rate (2 C,
1 C or 0.5 C) were given for simulation and experimental verification. The study reviewed
the factors (i.e., high C-rate charge/discharge, aging, etc.) that caused thermal hazards
of the lithium-ion battery, and the corresponding countermeasures were proposed [9].
To simulate the thermal management system, a study calculated the thermal behavior
of multiple pipes and heat sources. A three-dimensional battery model as well as the
thermal management system model were constructed to identify the wear margin of a
pipeline [10]. The mini-channel cold-plate was designed while the number of channels,
inlet mass flow rate, flow direction, and width of channels were determined [11]. Moreover,
a thermoelectric-heat-pump was employed for the dynamic cooling ability distribution
of a liquid cooling system. In another study, a combined-cold-plate thermoelectric heat
pump was used for managing battery temperatures [12]. In [13], the control strategies, PID,
fuzzy-PID, and BP-PID controllers, were compared. The lithium-titanate battery (LTO)
thermal model as well as the cooling system were constructed on COMSOL Multiphysics
software. By using the forced convection with the sandwiched heat pipes cooling system,
the battery temperature was decreased by 33.4% compared to the case of natural convection
(56.8 ◦C to 37.8 ◦C).

For the experimental studies, a study established the model of off-grid smart homes
first by using mixed-integer linear programming, where the optimal electrification was
designed. Simulation results showed that the total cost was reduced by 41.5% [14]. For the
battery performance affected by the thermal management system, a study proposed the bat-
tery aging under various temperatures, cooling approaches, phase change materials, types
of coolant pipes, etc. [15]. The thermal performance of a compact battery module under
forced convection cooling was studied as well. The system consists of NCR18650 batteries
and was used for forced convection test. It proves that the charge/discharge efficiency
was increased at 40 ◦C [16]. In another study, the experimental analysis on the thermal
management of lithium-ion batteries based on phase change materials was conducted.
It showed that using the phase change materials effectively reduced the temperature
by 4 ◦C compared to the natural convection [17]. For the nanofluids for cooling, a heat
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dissipation system with nanofluids was studied. The weight fractions of nanoparticle
were 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 wt %; the flow rates were 1.8, 2.1, and 2.4 L/min, while the coolant
temperatures were 30, 40, 50, and 60 ◦C. It showed that 40% heat dissipation was im-
proved at 1.5 wt %/30 ◦C [18]. Similarly, the multiwalled carbon nanotube nanofluids
were used for heat dissipation system in a hybrid heat source system, and 5% efficiency
was improved [19]. The mechatronics design and experimental verification of an electric-
vehicle-based hybrid thermal management system was developed [20]. A proportional
valve distributed the coolant for governing the operation temperatures of dual energy
sources to approach the efficient working areas. The temperature characteristics of an
air-cooled proton exchange membrane fuel cell stack were studied. By investigating the
temperature distribution, it was found that the surface temperature was within 53–62 ◦C at
output currents of 25–30 A [21]. The thermal performance of a radiator using nanofluids
for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) applications was studied. The Zinc
Oxide (ZnO) and Aluminum Nitride (AlN) nanofluids were used for experiments where
10+% heat transfer coefficient value compared with that of water was increased [22]. A
thermal equivalent circuit model of heat pipe-based thermal management system for a
battery module was developed based on the experiments. It showed that the dynamics
between the model and real system were similar [23]. The cold-start performance of fuel
cell electric vehicles with heat pump-assisted thermal management systems was analyzed.
It showed that 27.3–30.7% of cold-start time was saved [24]. A hybrid carbon nanofluids
was used in an air-cooled heat exchanger. Experiments showed that the heat dissipation
capability compared with water was improved [25].

In this study, a set of low-ordered dynamics equations for the innovative thermal
management system as well as the green energy sources were developed. Meanwhile, the
simulator was compared with the mechatronics platform for further controller designs and
system verifications. In this research, Section 2 describes the innovative system configura-
tion, dynamics equations, and the construction of the simulator. Section 3 explains how
to establish the experimental platform of the hybrid thermal management system. Next,
Section 4 discusses the dynamics simulation and experimental results of the Intelligent
Hybrid Thermal Management System (IHTMS). Section 5, the Conclusion, summarizes the
contributions and future works.

2. Innovative System Configuration, Dynamics Equations, and the Simulator
2.1. Innovative System Configuration

The main concept of the IHTMS was retrieved from the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV)
and an internal combustion engine (ICE). The powertrain of a HEV consists of an engine
and a traction motor that required the hybrid power distribution to properly and efficiently
drive the vehicle. The concept of power distribution was extended to the hybrid coolant
flow distribution so that the optimal operation temperatures were remained. From the
concept of the ICE cooling system, two coolant-loop paths were switched in the system
depending on whether the system reached the target temperature or not. Figure 1 demon-
strates the IHTMS for two heat sources with only one cooling system to significantly reduce
the cost, occupied space and mass compared to two cooling systems. It consists of five
coolant pipes, a heat exchange, a coolant pump, a proportional valve and three electromag-
netic valves. The heat exchanger dissipated the coolant heat with a controllable cooling
fan; the coolant pump determined the coolant mass flow rate, while the proportional
valve properly distributed the flow rates to heat source 1 and heat source 2, respectively,
for optimal operation. The coolant brought the waste heat from two heat sources and
was sent to one of the two paths: the inner loop and the outer loop by controlling three
electromagnetic valves depending on the temperatures of two heat sources. Hence, the
IHTMS was characterized by fast response, low occupied volume for EVs or HEVs, and
good control for high-efficiency temperatures.
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2.2. System Dynamics Equations
2.2.1. Basic Thermal Dynamics of a Control Volume

To construct the control-oriented simulator, the lumped-parameter and low-ordered
dynamics of the thermal system were established. The dynamics equations were separated
into two types: the coolant pipe and the heat source body. First of all, in the thermal
dynamics field, a control volume is defined to be the surface of a volume that allows the
mass and energy input and output. For the control volume of a coolant pipe as shown
in Figure 2a, based on energy conservation and Newton’s law of cooling, a first-ordered
dynamic equation was derived as:

.
Ti =

.
minCv,w(∆T)− .

moutCv,w(∆T) + hb,i Ab,i(∆T)
ρiViCv,w

(1)

where T was the lumped temperature;
.

m, Cv, h, A, ρ, V were the mass flow rate, specific
heat at constant volume, heat transfer coefficient, surface area, density, and control volume,
respectively. The subscripts i, in, out, amb, and w represent the ith control volume, input,
output, ambient and water, respectively. For a control volume of a heat source body, the
heat transfer is shown in Figure 2b. Similarly, based on the energy conservation and
Newton’s law of cooling, a first-order dynamics equation was formulated:

.
Tb,j =

.
Qj − hw,j Aw,j(∆T)− hb,j Ab,amb(∆T)

ρjVjCv,j
(2)

where
.

Q was the generated waste heat power; subscripts b, j were body and the jth heat
source. With the above two governing equations, the control-oriented model of the IHTMS
can be constructed.
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2.2.2. Derivation of System Dynamics Equations

According to Figure 1 and Equations (1) and (2), the IHTMS was decomposed into
eight control volumes of coolant pipes and two heat source bodies, as illustrated in Figure 3.

(1) Pipe 1: the pipe 1 was defined as a pipe interconnected to the output of the fuel
cell coolant channel and the input of pipe 3. The input energy was from the heated
coolant from the fuel cell, while the output energy was delivered to pipe 3. Another
heat convection was released to the ambient atmosphere. The dynamics equation was
formulated as:

.
Tp1 =

.
m f cCv,w

(
Tw, f c − Tp1

)
− .

m f cCv,w
(
Tp1 − TP3

)
− hp1 Ap1

(
Tp1 − Tamb

)
ρwVw,p1Cv,w

(3)

where subscripts fc, w, p1, p3 represent fuel cell, water, pipe 1 and pipe 3, respectively.
(2) Pipe 2: similar to pipe 1, pipe 2 was a pipe interconnected to the output of the battery

coolant channel and the input of pipe 3. The input energy was from the battery
coolant while the output energy was sent to pipe 3. The heat convection was released
to the ambient atmosphere as well. The dynamics equation was formulated as:

.
Tp2 =

.
mbatCv,w

(
Tw,bat − Tp2

)
− .

mbatCv,w
(
Tp2 − TP3

)
− hp2 Ap2

(
Tp2 − Tamb

)
ρwVw,p2Cv,w

(4)

where subscripts bat, p2 represent battery and pipe 2, respectively.

(3) Pipe3: the input of pipe 3 was linked to the outputs of pipe 1 and pipe 2, while
the pipe 3 output was at the front of electromagnetic valves of the heat exchanger
and pipe 5. The input energy was the summation of output energy of pipe 1 and
pipe 2, where the output mass flow rate was the summation of those of pipe 1 and
pipe 2 (

.
mp3 =

.
mp1 +

.
mp2). The output energy was sent to the heat exchanger or

pipe 5 depending on the status of valve 1 and valve 2. The heat convection to the
atmosphere was another energy loss. The dynamics equation was formulated as:

.
Tp3 =

[
.

m f cCv,w(Tp1−TP3)+
.

mbatCv,w(Tp2−Tp3)]−k1
.

mp3Cv,w(TP3−The)−k2
.

mp3Cv,w(TP3−Tp5)−hp3 Ap3(Tp3−Tamb)
ρwVw,p3Cv,w

(5)

where k1 and k2 were “loop-switch” parameters. If the system was in inner-loop mode,
k1 = 0 and k2 = 1; whereas in outer-loop mode, k1 = 1 and k2 = 0. Subscripts he, p5 stand
for heat exchanger and pipe 5, respectively.

(4) Pipe 4: the input of pipe 4 was at the output of the proportional valve, while the
outputs were linked to the entrances of the coolant channels of the emulated battery
and the fuel cell. The input energy was the output energy from the heat exchanger
(outer loop) or from pipe 5 (inner loop), where the output energy (and coolant mass
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flow) was separated into two paths: to the battery or to the fuel cell. Still, the heat
convection to the atmosphere was another energy loss. The dynamics equation was
formulated as:

.
Tp4 =

k1
.

mp5Cv,w(The−Tp4)−k2
.

mp5Cv,w(Tp5−Tp4)−[
.

m f cCv,w(Tp4−Tw, f c)+
.

mbatCv,w(Tp4−Tw,bat)]−hp4 Ap4(Tp4−Tamb)
ρwVw,p4Cv,w

. (6)

where subscript p4 means pipe 4.

(5) Pipe 5: the inputs of pipe 5 were the outputs of valve 1, while the output was the
entrance of the proportional valve. The input energy was the output energy from
valve 1, where the output energy was delivered to pipe 4. The heat convection to the
atmosphere was another energy loss. The dynamics equation was formulated as:

.
Tp5 =

.
mp3Cv,w

(
Tp3 − Tp5

)
− .

mp5Cv,w
(
Tp5 − Tp4

)
− hp5 Ap5

(
Tp5 − Tamb

)
ρwVw,p5Cv,w

(7)

(6) Fuel cell coolant channel and body: for the fuel cell coolant channel, the coolant
temperature was influenced by the input energy from pipe 4, the output energy to
pipe 1 and the heat transferred from the system body to the coolant, as shown in
Equation (8). For the transient fuel cell body temperature, it was effected by the
generated waste heat, the heat convection to the atmosphere, and the heat transferred
to the coolant channel, as formulated in Equation (9).

.
Tw, f c =

.
m f cCv,w

(
Tp4 − Tw, f c

)
− .

m f cCv,w

(
Tw, f c − Tp1

)
+ hw, f c Aw, f c

(
Tb, f c − Tw, f c

)
ρwVwCv,w

(8)

.
Tb, f c =

.
Q f c − hb, f c Ab, f c

(
Tb, f c − Tw, f c

)
− h f c Ab, f c

(
Tb, f c − Tamb

)
ρ f cVf cCv, f c

(9)

where
.

Q was the heating power, subscript fc means fuel cell.

(7) Battery coolant channel and body: for the battery coolant channel, its temperature
was decided by the input energy from pipe 4 as well, the output energy to pipe 2 and
the heat sent from the system body to the coolant channel, as shown in Equation (10).
For the battery body temperature, it was influenced by the generated waste heat, the
heat convection to the atmosphere, and the heat transferred to the coolant channel
expressed in Equation (11):

.
Tw,bat =

.
mbatCv,w

(
Tp4 − Tw,bat

)
− .

mbatCv,w
(
Tw,bat − Tp2

)
+ hw,bat Aw,bat(Tb,bat − Tw,bat)

ρwVwCv,w
(10)

.
Tb,bat =

.
Qbat − hb,bat Ab,bat(Tb,bat − Tw,bat)− hbat Abat(Tb,bat − Tamb)

ρbatVbatCv,bat
(11)

where subscript bat means battery.

(8) Coolant pump and the heat exchanger: for the outer loop, as valve 2 was switched
on, the input energy (coolant mass flow) from pipe 3 flew to the coolant pump and
the heat exchanger, where the output energy brought by the coolant was delivered
to pipe 4. Note that most of the waste heat was removed by the radiator on the heat
exchanger. The temperature dynamics was formulated as:

.
The =

.
mp3Cv,w

(
Tp3 − The

)
− .

mp3Cv,w
(
The − Tp4

)
−

.
Qhe

ρwVwCv,w
(12)

where subscript he represents heat exchanger.
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2.3. Control Strategies for the IHTMS

To manage the optimal temperatures of emulated lithium battery and the PEMFC, the
rule-based control strategies were adopted for actuators: electromagnetic valves, propor-
tional valve, electric-controlled radiator, and the coolant pump. The rules were designed as
follows:
(a) Electromagnetic valves
If Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, Vswitch = 0;
Elseif Tbat,a ≥ Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, Vswitch = 0
Elseif Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g, Vswitch = 1
Elseif Tbat,a > Tbat,g and Tf c,a > Tf c,g, Vswitch = 1
End
(b) Proportional valve
If Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, Vpv = 1.98;
Elseif Tbat,a ≥ Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g,Vpv = 1.8;
Elseif Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g,
Vpv = Vpv + Kpv × ∆tpv; (Vpv,max = 3.4)
Elseif Tbat,a > Tbat,g and Tf c,a > Tf c,g,
Vpv = Vpv + Kpv × ∆tpv; (Vpv,max = 3.4)
End
(c) Electric-controlled radiator
If Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, Vf an = 0;
Elseif Tbat,a ≥ Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g,Vf an = 0;
Elseif Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g,
Vf an = Vf an + K f an × ∆t f an; (Vpv,max = 10)
Elseif Tbat,a > Tbat,g and Tf c,a > Tf c,g,
Vf an = Vf an + K f an × ∆t f an; (Vpv,max = 10)
End
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(d) Coolant pump
If Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, Vpump = 1.7;
Elseif Tbat,a ≥ Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g,
Vpump = Vpump + Kpump × ∆tpump; (Vpump,max = 10)
Elseif Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g,
Vpump = Vpump + Kpump × ∆tpump; (Vpump,max = 10)
Elseif Tbat,a > Tbat,g and Tf c,a > Tf c,g,
Vpump = Vpump + Kpump × ∆tpump; (Vpump,max = 10)
End

where K, ∆t, V represent gain, sampling time and voltage, respectively; subscripts
a, g, pv, pump, f an, switch represent actual, goal, proportional valve, coolant pump,
radiator fan, electromagnetic switch, respectively. First of all, four control modes (Mode
1 to Mode 4) were defined in advance. When Tbat,a < Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, it was
in Mode 1. When Tbat,a ≥ Tbat,g and Tf c,a < Tf c,g, it was in Mode 2. As Tbat,a < Tbat,g
and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g, the operation mode is Mode 3, and Mode 4 is when Tbat,a > Tbat,g and
Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g. The explanations for control strategies were described sequentially: (a)
Electromagnetic valves: as Mode 1 or Mode 2, the fuel cell temperature was below the
target value, 55 °C. To reach the goal rapidly, Vswitch = 0 leads to the inner-loop mode. As
Mode 3 or Mode 4, the system temperature was averagely high so that Vswitch = 1 to enter
the outer-loop mode. For (b) Proportional valve: at Mode 1, the proportional valve voltage
Vpv = 1.98, where 75% coolant was sent to the fuel cell while 25% was sent to the battery,
so that the two optimal temperatures will be reached nearly simultaneously. When Mode
2 was reached, Vpv = 1.8 so that more coolant was delivered to the battery and the target
fuel cell temperature will be met faster. Contrarily, if the fuel cell temperature exceeded
the target value, Vpv = 3.4 to provide more heat dissipation capacity to the fuel cell. For
(c) Electric-controlled radiator: at Mode 1 or Mode 2, since the system temperature was
averagely low so that Vf an = 0; at Mode 3 or Mode 4, because the system temperature
was high, the fan activated to remove more waste heat. For (d) Coolant pump: at Mode 1,
Vpump = 1.7 so that the coolant flow rate was 0.4 L/min. as the lowest speed to accelerate
the temperature increasing speed. At the other three states, the voltage varied to increase
the coolant flow rate. From controlling the above four actuators, the target temperatures
will be effectively tracked to reach the optimal operation areas (working temperatures).

2.4. Development of the IHTMS Simulator

The IHTMS simulator was coded on the Matlab/Simulink platform, as shown in
Figure 4. For block a, it contains the driving cycles and the derived waste heat governed by
the following equations:

Pd =

[
MvehVveh +

1
2

Cd AvehρVveh
2 + Mvehg cos(θ) + µMvehg sin(θ)

]
Vveh (13)

Pf c =
Pd
2

; Pbat =
Pd
2

(14)

.
Q f c =

(
1 − η f c

)
Pf c/η f c (15)

.
Qbat = (1 − ηbat)Pbat/ηbat (16)

where M, Cd, A, ρ, V, g, θ, µ, η represent mass, aero drag coefficient, frontal area, air density,
velocity, gravity acceleration constant, climbing degree, rolling resistance coefficient and
efficiency, respectively. Subscripts d and veh are demand and vehicle, respectively. Equa-
tion (13) was the required vehicle power which was affected by the vehicle acceleration,
wind resistance, climbing resistance, and rolling resistance [5]. Equation (14) indicated
that the fuel cell and the battery set shared the demanded power equally. Equation (15)
determined the waste heat in Equation (9) where the fuel cell efficiency was a function
of Pf c. Equation (16) determined the waste heat in Equation (11) where the battery effi-
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ciency was a function of Pbat, battery SOC, and battery inner resistance [4]. For block b,
the thermal dynamics of five coolant pipes (pipe 1–5), PEMFC and battery bodies and
coolant flow channels according to Equations (3)–(11) was constructed. For block c, it was
for the control strategies according to Section 2.3 using the Stateflow toolbox. For block
d, it was the inner-loop model; for block e, it was the heat exchanger model derived in
Equation (12); for block f, it modeled the proportional valve to separate the coolant flow;
for block g, it was the coolant pump model where the coolant flow rate was proportional
to the controlled voltage. From the above, Section 2 derives the thermal dynamics of each
of the components at first, and the rule-based control was designed next. The integrated
system/controlMatlab/Simulink model was coded to evaluate the system performance.
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3. Experimental Platform of the Hybrid Thermal Management System
3.1. Hardware Designs of the IHTMS

The hardware design of the ITHMS is shown in Figure 5. The emulated waste heat of
dual energy sources was generated by two heaters inserted in two storage tanks (Heat(1)
and Heat(2)), where two programmable power supplies provided required instant heating
power controlled by LabVIEW on a PC. The inner-loop or outer-loop structure was gov-
erned by three electromagnetic valves. The pump and proportional valve determined the
coolant flow rates for two heat sources that two flow meters were equipped with before
the entrances of Heat(1) and Heat(2). Meanwhile, four temperature sensors before and
after Heat(1) and Heat(2) supervised the heat source input–output temperatures. Two
other temperature sensors were set at the entrance and exit of the heat exchanger to calcu-
late the heat dissipation capability. An industrial PC with thermal management control
strategies received the signals of the temperatures to determine the voltages of the radiator,
proportional valve and the coolant pump. A data logger recorded all tested data for further
applications. The detailed specifications of the key components are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Specifications of key components.

Name Product Model Specification Manufacturer

DC Heating Appliance W 1000 W Ching-Ta Heating, Taiwan
Programmable Power Supply PSW80–40.5 1080 W Good Will Instrument, Taiwan

Temperature Transmitter TRH-300 0~100 ◦C TECPEL, Taiwan
Heat Exchanger OC-1405 43.18 × 28.57 × 5.7 cm TECPEL, Taiwan

Coolant Fan SA12038B2H 113 CFM STK, Taiwan
Coolant Pump U85B1 4000 mL/min United victory scientific, Taiwan

Proportional Valve AN-01-AMD-360 0~5 V Anco, Taiwan
Solenoid Valve 1304–15 1/2 in PT Anco, Taiwan

Micro-Box Micro-Box 220 – Terasoft, Taiwan
Variable-frequency Drive JNTHBCBA0001BE-U- 2HP/1.5 kW TECO, Taiwan

Figure 6 demonstrates the completed experimental platform of the IHTMS. Label a
denotes a PC with LabVIEW system; label b represents two programmable power supplies
to provide heating power to the heaters in label c, the two stainless tanks. Label d is
the rapid-prototyping controller with the rule-based control strategies. Label e is the
proportional valves; label f is the heat exchanger; label g is the coolant pump; label h is
the data logger; label i is the AC inverters; label j is the flow meters; label k is the data
logger; and label l is the three electromagnetic valves for inner and outer loops. With
the arrangement of these key components, the simulation results of the simulator can be
compared with the experimental data from the platform in Figure 6.
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3.2. Control Strategy Designs and Supervision Software

According to Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the waste heat and control strategies were coded
in the PC with LabVIEW and the industrial PC (as the controller), respectively. For the
waste heat calculation, the Matlab/Simulink model based on Equations (13)–(16) was
coded in segment a in Figure 7a. Segment b denotes the input of the LabVIEW. Segment
c is the PC for real-time simulation and system supervision. Segment d represents the
waste heat commands for LabVIEW. Segment e represents the waste heat commands
to the programmable power supply machines; segment f represents two programmable
power supply machines, while segment g represents the two heaters receiving the heating
power from the power supply machines. For the implementation of control strategies
described in Section 2.3, part a in Figure 7b is the Stateflow program that the rule-based
control was coded; part b represents the inputs of the system temperatures; part c is
the real-time simulator where the rule-based control was operated online. Part d is the
controllable proportional valve for coolant flow distribution; part e is the heat exchanger
with controllable radiator; part f is the coolant pump; part g denotes three electromagnetic
valves for inner-loop and outer-loop control.
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4. Dynamics Simulation and Experimental Results
4.1. Driving Scenarios and Simulator Parameter Setting

Table 2 tabulates the parameters for the IHTMS simulator. It summarizes the pa-
rameters from Equations (3)–(12) so that the simulation profiles can be compared with
the experimental results. By measuring the surface area of two stainless tanks, Afc and
Abat were derived. Since the material of pipe 1–5 was Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR),
hp was given. The pipe surface areas: Ap1 to Ap5 were evaluated according to Figure 6.
The specific heat at constant volume for the PEMFC and the battery were derived from the
simulation software ADVISOR (ADvanced VehIcle SimulatOR).

Table 2. Parameter values of the IHTMS simulator.

Parameters Symbol (Unit) Value

Air density ρa (kg/m3) 1.225
Water density ρw (kg/L) 993

Environment Temperature Tamb (◦C) 27
Battery specific heat at constant volume Cv,bat (J/kg K) 759
Fuel cell specific heat at constant volume Cv,fc (J/kg K) 750

Water specific heat at constant volume Cv,w (J/kg K) 4200
Pipe heat transfer coefficient hp (m2 K) 0.25

Inner water channel of Fuel cell heat transfer coefficient hw,fc (m2 K) 15
Inner water channel of battery heat transfer coefficient hw,bat (m2 K) 15

Fuel cell heat transfer coefficient hfc (m2 K) 15
Battery heat transfer coefficient hbat (m2 K) 15

Fuel cell surface area Afc (m2) 1.5
Battery surface area Abat (m2) 1.5

Pipe 1, 2, 4 surface area Ap1,2,4 (m2) 0.2
Pipe 3 surface area Ap3 (m2) 0.25
Pipe 5 surface area Ap5 (m2) 0.3

Water volume Vw (m3) 0.004

Table 3 lists the parameters of the vehicle and road conditions for Equations (13)–(16).
The proper waste heat of dual energy sources for each time step thus was calculated.
Figure 8a is the driving scenario, a standard driving cycle-WLTP (Worldwide harmo-
nized Light vehicles Test Procedure) class 1 was adopted for calculating the waste heat.
Figure 8b is the demanded power of dual energy sources evaluated from Equations (13)
and (14). Hence, the waste heat of emulated PEMFC and lithium battery is demonstrated
in Figure 8c,d. The time-variant waste heat was delivered to the simulator and the experi-
mental platform for the output performance comparison. The assumption of the vehicle
mass was 350 kg because we adopted a light EV where the vehicle gross mass is 290 kg.
It consists of the fuel cells and hydrogen tanks (50 kg), the lithium battery module with
the traction motor and motor controller (60 kg), and the vehicle chassis and frame (180 kg).
With one 65 kg driver’s weight, the total vehicle mass is 350 kg.

Table 3. Vehicle parameters and road conditions.

Parameter Symbol (Unit) Value or Function

Vehicle mass mv (kg) 350
Rolling resistance coefficient µ 0.015

Air drag coefficient Cd 0.3
Final drive ratio FR 3.93

Vehicle frontal area Aveh (m2) 1.5
Gravity g (m/s2) 9.81

Road grade θ(◦) 0
Tire radius Rw (m) 0.254
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4.2. Comparison of Simulation and Experimental Results

Figure 9 compares the temperatures of PEMFC and the battery. According to the
constructed simulator from Figure 4, and with the waste heat commands from Figure 8c,d,
the simulated temperature profiles of the battery system and the PEMFC were plotted.
Meanwhile, after the experimental platform was constructed in Figure 6, the experimen-
tal temperature profiles were plotted. It shows that for the battery temperature profiles,
the simulated one reached the target temperature (40 ◦C) at the 771st second, while the
experimental temperature reached the target at the 876th second. For the PEMFC temper-
ature profiles, the simulated profile reached the target temperature (55 ◦C) at the 842nd
second, while the experimental temperature reached the target at the 684th second. The
average simulation-experiment temperature error of the battery was 0.898 ◦C; the aver-
age simulation-experiment temperature error of the PEMFC was 4.839 ◦C. The average
temperature error is defined in Equations (17) and (18):

ebat =
∑k=N

k=1

∣∣∣Tbat,sim(k)− Tbat,exp(k)
∣∣∣

N
(17)

e f c =
∑k=N

k=1

∣∣∣Tf c,sim(k)− Tf c,exp(k)
∣∣∣

N
(18)

where e, N represent error, nth sampling time, respectively. Figure 10 is the simula-
tion/experiment comparison of the mode-switch timing. Mode 1 and mode 2 were in
the inner-loop structure, while mode 3 and mode 4 were in the outer-loop structure. For
the experimental data, as temperatures of dual sources were under their target values, it
was in mode 1. At the 688th second, as investigated from Figure 9 where Tbat,a < Tbat,g
and Tf c,a ≥ Tf c,g, the mode was switched to mode 3. After the 1169th second, the system
was majorly switched from mode 2 to mode 4. By appropriate mode switch, the system
temperatures tracked the targets well. In simulation results, at the 737th second from
Figure 9, the battery reached the target temperature while the PEMFC did not, so that
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mode 2 was switched. As the PEMFC reached the goal at the 776th second as well, the
mode was switched to mode 4, and the system continuously tracked the targets to the end
of the simulation.
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Figure 11 demonstrates the control signals of key components (proportional valve
voltage, coolant pump voltage and radiator voltage) for the simulation/experiment com-
parison. In the beginning of the experiments, as in mode 1, the voltages of proportional
valve, coolant pump, and radiator were 1.98 V, 1.7 V, and 0 V, respectively. At the 873rd
second, both temperatures of dual energy sources reach targets, so that the voltages of
proportional valve, coolant pump, and radiator were changed to 2.2 V, 3.83 V, and 5 V,
respectively, where the targets were tracked well. In the simulation, the initial voltages of
actuators were the same as those in the experiments. At the 843rd second, both tempera-
tures of dual energy sources reach targets where there was a 30 s difference between the
simulation and the experiment cases.
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From the above, it shows that the simulator is able to represent the experimental
platform for further application such as: performance evaluation of system performance,
thermal management system designs for various power/energy sources and advanced
control strategy development for thermal management systems.
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5. Conclusions

In this research, a dynamics simulator of an innovative hybrid thermal management
system was constructed and the results were compared with those of a constructed experi-
mental platform. The conclusion is summarized as follows:

(1) An ITHMS was designed: a novel configuration of a thermal management system
with inner and outer-loop configuration for hybrid energy sources was developed. By
governing three electromagnetic valves, a proportional valve, a coolant pump and the
radiator on the heat exchanger, the optimal operation temperatures for dual sources
were effectively controlled.

(2) A low-ordered lumped-parameter dynamics model was constructed: based on New-
ton’s law of cooling and lumped-parameter technique for the control volumes defined
in the system, a set of first-ordered equations was produced, where a Matlab/Simulink-
based simulator was constructed.

(3) The mechatronics and supervisory system of an experimental platform was estab-
lished: the inner/outer-loop thermal management system with key components as
well as time-variant heating sources were constructed on the platform. The heat pipes,
actuators and sensors, and harness were integrated. The important variables were
supervised with the closed-loop control.

The average simulation-experiment temperature error of the battery was 0.898 ◦C
and the average simulation-experiment temperature error of the PEMFC was 4.839 ◦C. It
shows that the transient behavior of the simulator was similar to the experimental results
of the platform. For the limitation of this research, since the waste heat was emulated and
generated by the heaters and sinks, the actual thermal dynamics and detailed temperature
distribution of actual energy sources cannot be analyzed. In the future, the real fuel cells
and lithium batteries will be applied for the IHTMS. An electric load will draw the current
to emulate the traction motor of an EV. Moreover, the verified IHTMS will be integrated to
a real vehicle, while the performance will be tested on the chassis dynamometer.
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